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Great Oratory Moments

        



O N T H E C O V E R

A crowd gathers to hear Martin Luther King, Jr.’s “I
Have a Dream” speech on the grounds of the Lincoln
Memorial during a 1963 Civil Rights march on
Washington, DC. See “The Voice of a King” on page
32. Courtesy Library of Congress.

Above: Warren G. Harding addresses America’s
recovery from World War I in is inaugural address,
March 4, 1921. Courtesy Library of Congress.
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How is it that a man in his 20s
could motivate thousands of people
to peacefully protest in the face of
such great turmoil? Unlike the leaders
of other social revolutions, King did
not rise up because of great wealth or
political persuasion. Instead, he was
the pastor of a local church, living in a
city that was ripe for change. He was
appalled by the abuse inflicted upon
his parishioners, and spoke against
these abuses in the best way he knew
how—with his voice.

A voice heard through the rafters.
A voice that signaled change.
A voice that called for freedom.

King knew how to use his voice
powerfully. It came from years of
studying great speech-makers and
practicing their methods from the
pulpit. His success at moving a
nation has been attributed to the
skills he learned as a Southern gospel
preacher. From the rhythmic use of
poetry to his dramatic vocal range,
King used dozens of subtle tech-
niques that became a natural part of
his rhetoric.

“Preaching is an art form,” said
Drew Hanson, author of The Dream,
a book that explores King’s speaking
patterns, “and like all art forms, the
masters of it have considerable tech-
nical proficiency, the details of which
might escape the casual listeners.”

King had a natural gift for public
speaking and he grew up with a
healthy dose of Southern Baptist
preaching. Both his father and
paternal grandfather were church

pastors, well-versed in the business of
persuasive speech. Although King
was determined to avoid ministry
himself, he did know that being a
good orator would help him in his
future career as a doctor or lawyer. At
the age of 15, he entered and won a
high school speech contest. He once
told his mother, “You just wait and
see. I’m going to get me some big
words.” In college, an influential
professor turned his thinking around
and he decided to enter ministry
after all. Once the decision was made,
he entered with gusto, an avid
student of theology and the Southern
Baptist culture.

“King’s upbringing as a Baptist
preacher had everything to do with his
ability to get into a rhythm,” according
to John Gibson, associate professor of
speech and communications at the
New Orleans Baptist Theological
Seminary. “His outstanding delivery
came from practice.”

His decision to preach at a small
church in Montgomery, Alabama,
put him in the center of a revolution
when Rosa Parks made her landmark
decision to remain seated on a public
bus on December 1, 1955. A few days
later, various leaders gathered to
organize a boycott of the bus system.
King was selected as spokesperson at
the age of 26.

His first official act was to deliver
a rallying speech. He was surprised
by the thousands of people who
gathered, so he prayed that God
would give him the right words.
Speaking extemporaneously, he
garnered great applause with the line,

Martin Luther King, Jr. did not have a dream of leading
the 1960s Civil Rights Movement. He probably did not
dream of repeatedly landing in jail, having his home
bombed, or being assassinated at the age of 39.

From childhood, however, he knew that he was treated
differently because of the color of his skin. This injustice
led him down an unexpected trail of activism, which
ultimately led black and white people across America
down a trail towards the goal of equality.

A view of the crowd from inside
the Lincoln Memorial during the
Martin Luther King, Jr. “I have a
Dream” speech during a 1963
Civil Rights march on Washington.
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“People get tired of being trampled
over by the iron foot of oppression.”

He urged them to be Christian in
their actions but underscored the need
for unity. “If we are united we can get
many of the things that we not only
desire but which we justly deserve.”

The crowd roared with approval.
“Keep talking,” they shouted. They
clapped their hands and shouted for
King to preach on.

“What made him a great orator is
that he had great delivery combined
with a great message,” said Clayborne
Carson, director of the King Research
Institute at Standford University.
“Many orators have either one or the
other, but King fought to have both.”

Because people were spurred by
Rosa Park’s bravery and King’s words,
the Montgomery bus boycott was a
success. King had given voice to a
people gathering forces for revolution.

In later speeches, King carefully
considered the messages he delivered,
knowing that the black community
was taking his direction. As the
spokesperson guiding their actions,
he gave them the permission they
sought to rise up against injustice,
but to do it with dignity. He urged
them to join in peaceful protest
marches and pray with vigilance. He
begged them not to retaliate against
any violence inflicted upon them, but
to endure it with love.

King’s ability to paint pictures in
his listeners’ minds was key to
capturing their imaginations. He lived
in an era before public speakers relied
upon screened images, special effects,
or attention-grabbing gimmicks.
Using rich language, he described how
“the Negro lives on a lonely island of
poverty in the midst of a vast ocean of
material prosperity.”

He also gave them images of hope,
a vision of America united. “With this
faith we will be able to transform the
jangling discords of our nation into a
beautiful symphony of brotherhood.”

According to Hanson, “King is
describing a vision of America that
couldn’t have been more different
than the America his listeners lived in
in 1963. His ability to enable his
listeners to imagine what the country
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could look like was a key to its
brightness.”

The language he used was strong,
but it often struck a chord with his
audience because the words were
familiar.

“Two wellsprings of King’s
oratory were the Bible and the
founding documents of America;
the Gettysburg Address, the
Constitution, and the Declaration
of Independence,” Hanson said.

“He and his audience shared a
vocabulary,” said Carson. “He drew
upon so many different aspects of
culture, literature, philosophy, the
American political tradition, the 19th-
century oratory, and the sacred songs.”

On August 28, 1963, King gave his
famous “I Have A Dream” speech. It
was one of hundreds of similar talks
King gave between 1955 and 1968.
Like other great American speeches,
it was born out of passion. It was
not, however, born by accident. In
this one 15-minute speech, King
embraced his full range of oratory
persuasion.

Whether or not this speech was his
most inspired, it was certainly his most
influential—possibly because it was
witnessed by so many people. A
quarter of a million people had assem-
bled at the Lincoln Memorial, largely
at the urging of King and the other
organizers of this peaceful campaign.

It was the 100th anniversary of the
Emancipation Proclamation, and yet
black Americans were still not free.
The public was starting to take notice,
as had President Kennedy, who said
that the civil rights issue could no
longer be ignored.

The outdoor conditions for the
demonstration in Washington D.C.
were not ideal. The 80-degree August
weather became unbearable as thou-
sands packed closer to the stage.
Many of those gathered had traveled
for days to reach the event. Even
with a loudspeaker system, the
sound was almost inaudible a third
of the way back.

A spokesperson from each of the
10 sponsoring organizations was
slated to speak for five minutes each.
Many felt that giving King such a
short time slot would be offensive to
the masses who had traveled to hear
the celebrity speak. In the end, he
was slated to go last, with the under-
standing that he could go over the
time limit.

For the first 10 minutes, he read
his prepared speech, nearly verbatim.
It was pieced together from material
he had often used and reassembled to
great effect. He accused America of
defaulting on the promise of the
Declaration of Independence “that all
men –yes, black men as well as white
men—would be guaranteed the

unalienable rights of life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness.”

The crowd at Lincoln Memorial
began to respond.

“Great oratory depends on an
audience that is in tune with the
orator,” said Caron. “If the audience
doesn’t respond, he alters his speech.
If they respond enthusiastically, he
alters his speech.”

As King invited his listeners to
walk the “sunlit path of racial
justice,” the fatigued crowd began to
buzz with energy. The audience
applauded and shouted, “Yeah!” and
“That’s right.” As they began to sway
to his rhythm, King abandoned his
notes and became a preacher.

Embedded in the final five
minutes of his sermon to America
was an unparalleled repertoire of
rhetorical techniques. King used
cadence, parallelism, pitch, repeti-
tion, familiar songs, and scripture, all
the tools in his power to persuade the
listening crowd, wary politicians, and
an apathetic television audience to
feel remorse for its unfulfilled
promise of freedom.

His voice rumbled as he made the
harshest judgment of his speech:

Down in Alabama, with its vicious
racists,

With its governor having his lips 
dripping with the words of interpo-

sition and nullification,

He capitalized upon his powerful
baritone voice; running it up and
down the musical scale.

“King uses the range of his voice,”
Hanson said, “natural baritone up to
high tenor and back down in the
other direction to almost a growl or a
whisper.... You hear someone who
spent his entire life studying and
practicing the art of voice.”

Not only did King practically sing
some of his phrases, he would take
one word, such as “down” or “dream,”
and give it numerous syllables on a
sliding scale. King also mastered the
art of making words sound new and
refreshing by offering emphasis in
unexpected places. The average reader,
when encountered with the phrase “I

Caption
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have a dream” would put emphasis on
the word “I,” but King chose to stress
the word “dream” instead.

I have a dream.

Another unexpected twist for the
listeners’ ears was his placement of
pauses. Based on this model by
Hanson, “I have a dream” does not
begin a new thought but ends the
preceding one.

...that one day on the red hills of
Georgia, the sons of former slaves
and the sons of former slave-owners
will be able to sit down together at
the table of brotherhood. I have a
dream,

...that one day even the state of
Mississippi, a state sweltering with
the heat of injustice, sweltering with
the heat of oppression, will be trans-
formed into an oasis of freedom and
justice. I have a dream,

...that my four little children will
one day live in a nation where they
will not be judged by the color of
their skin but by the content of their
character. I have a dream today! 

When he added “today” to the end
of the fourth and fifth repetition, it
served as a verbal punctuation mark.

Another punch King threw at his
listeners was the quotation of scrip-
ture. The King James Bible was so
ingrained in his training that he
sprinkled it into his lectures with

ease. Because his audience was
equally familiar with the Bible, the
words resonated. When he said “dark
and desolate valley of segregation”
everyone knew it referred back to the
Psalms 23 passage, “the valley of the
shadow of death.” King’s phrasing
“from the quicksands of racial injus-
tice to the solid rock of brotherhood”
would automatically cause his
listeners to think of the parable of
the houses built on rock and sand
from Matthew 7.

Twice, he quoted directly from
scripture. In a voice practically quiv-
ering with fervor:

No, no, we are not satisfied, and we
will not be satisfied 

until “justice [rolls] down like
waters 

and righteousness like a mighty
stream.” (Amos 5:24)

According to Hanson, King’s favorite
rhetorical device, also taken from the
Bible, was the use of the anaphora, a
repeated word or phrase. Although “I
have a dream” is obvious, it was not
the only repetitive phrase he used in
this speech. He also used “Now is the
time,” “We cannot be satisfied,” “Let
freedom ring,” and “One hundred
years later.” None of these phrases
were new to King’s speeches,
although it might have been the first
time he drew all of them together
into one speech.

One hundred years later,
the Negro still is not free.
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One hundred years later,
the life of the Negro is still sadly

crippled 
by the manacles of segregation 
and the chains of discrimination.

One hundred years later,
the Negro lives on a lonely island of

poverty 
in the midst of a vast ocean of

material prosperity.

In his speech at Lincoln Memorial,
he had strayed from his prepared
script, so he needed a powerful
ending. He knew that music, espe-
cially patriotic pieces and church
hymns, struck a chord of nostalgia in
audiences of all colors. He quoted the
words from “America” for the feelings
it would inspire.

Despite its familiarity, he made
adjustments to the cadence of this,
too, giving it a new and poignant
emphasis. Instead of

My country ’tis of thee,
Sweet land of liberty,
Of thee I sing.

King accented the words differently
and pushed the second two lines
together so that it became

My country ’TIS of thee,
Sweet LAND of LIB-erty,
of THEE I sing.

The conclusion of the song was not
the end of his thought, however.
King took the last line, “let freedom
ring,” and carried it forward to leave
the listeners with the powerful
geographical image of mountains.

And so let freedom ring from the
prodigious hilltops of New
Hampshire.

Let freedom ring from the mighty
mountains of New York.

Let freedom ring from the height-
ening Alleghenies of
Pennsylvania.

Let freedom ring from the snow-
capped Rockies of Colorado.

Let freedom ring from the curva-
ceous slopes of California.

But not only that,
Let freedom ring from Stone

Mountain of Georgia.
Let freedom ring from Lookout

Mountain of Tennessee.
Let freedom ring from every hill and

molehill of Mississippi, from every
mountainside, let freedom ring.

Each phrase came rolling forth with
more fervor. Each slightly louder. The
crowd more responsive. Again, this
was not an accident.

“Here he was using an alphabet
hoop,” Gibson said. “The molehills of
Mississippi…, the curvaceous slopes
of California. This was definitely
spoken for the ear. Good oratory is
when the ear is tickled.”

King, knowing he was giving the
crowd the final words they would
walk away with, sought to end his
speech on a resounding note—a
message that would not easily disap-
pear from their minds. Once again,
he relied on music.

….will be able to join hands and 
sing in the words of the old Negro

spiritual,
“Free at last, free at last, thank God

Almighty,
We are free at last!”

He brilliantly concluded with three
words that summed up the goal of
the entire civil rights movement. Free
at last.

It was the message he died for.
Without wealth, political power, or

compromise of character, Martin
Luther King, Jr. led a nation toward
equality. He used ethical means and
emotional persuasion to make radical
change palatable to America. He used
the most powerful tool he had at his
disposal, and used it well—his voice.

Amy Dee Stephens is naturalist
educator at the Oklahoma City Zoo.
She is also a freelance writer and
author of the book Oklahoma City
Zoo; 1902-1959.


